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a b s t r a c t 

The proliferating adoption of the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm has fuelled the need for more effi- 

cient and resilient access control solutions that aim to prevent unauthorized resource access. The major- 

ity of existing works in this field follow either a centralized approach (i.e. cloud-based) or an architec- 

ture where the IoT devices are responsible for all decision-making functions. Furthermore, the resource- 

constrained nature of most IoT devices make securing the communication between these devices and 

the cloud using standard cryptographic solutions difficult. In this paper, we propose a distributed ac- 

cess control architecture where the core components are distributed between fog nodes and the cloud. 

To facilitate secure communication, our architecture utilizes a Certificateless Hybrid Signcryption scheme 

without pairing. We prove the effectiveness of our approach by providing a comparative analysis of its 

performance in comparison to the commonly used cloud-based centralized architectures. Our implemen- 

tation uses Azure – an existing commercial platform, and Keycloak – an open-source platform, to demon- 

strate the real-world applicability. Additionally, we measure the performance of the adopted encryption 

scheme on two types of resource-constrained devices to further emphasize the applicability of the pro- 

posed architecture. Finally, the experimental results are coupled with a theoretical analysis that proves 

the security of our approach. 

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Access control (AC) is a fundamental component in the IoT 

aradigm where authorized access to potentially hundreds of 

housands of devices is of utmost importance ( Servos and Os- 

orn, 2017 ). The rapid rise in the deployment of IoT systems 

as led to increased interest from academia and industries in 

ffectively integrating access control systems in IoT systems. It 

s expected that there will be roughly 36 billion IoT devices in 

025 and 50 billion devices by 2030 ( Research, 2020 ). Most of 

he attention directed at the IoT computing paradigm stems from 

he promise of potentially providing users, communities, and 

ndustries with the capability to harvest substantial amounts of 

ata, whilst providing low-costs and low-latency communication. 

his, however, has inadvertently led to a significant rise in security 

nd privacy related concerns in the use of IoT ( Sandhu, 20 0 0 ),

specially in the area of AC ( Michalas et al., 2011a; 2011b; Sandhu, 

0 0 0 ). Although a lot of interest is being garnered in this area,
∗ corresponding author. 
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ajority of the current works have been focusing on the theoret- 

cal aspect of design and enforcement of different access control 

odels ( Alshehri and Sandhu, 2017; Ouaddah et al., 2017; Ravidas 

t al., 2019; Salonikias et al., 2016 ). Demonstrating the feasibility 

f conducted studies requires directing attention at providing 

mplementation results. 

Our analysis of existing AC schemes for the IoT highlighted 

wo main approaches. First, a cloud-based (centralized) approach 

here all components of the AC system run in a remote cloud 

erver ( Alshehri and Sandhu, 2017; Ouaddah et al., 2017; Ravi- 

as et al., 2019 ). Second, a decentralized approach where all 

omponents of the AC system are implemented in the IoT de- 

ices ( Ravidas et al., 2019; Tasali et al., 2017 ). Both approaches have

heir intrinsic problems. A completely centralized approach, intro- 

uces substantial communication overhead and a single point of 

ailure, while in a decentralized one, implementing a complete AC 

ystem in an IoT device is challenging, as it requires substantial 

omputational power which is usually unavailable in these IoT de- 

ices. In both approaches, achieving a scalable IoT environment, an 

mportant requirement for IoT applications ( Ravidas et al., 2019 ), 

ecomes challenging. Finally, most commercial implementations of 

C for IoT frameworks enforce coarse-grained access control poli- 

ies which offer limited functionalities to administrators and users. 
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Our Contribution: In this work, we propose a distributed access 

ontrol architecture that distributes the core components of an AC 

ystem between fog computing nodes and the cloud. Fog comput- 

ng is generally described as a virtualized platform that provides 

ervices such as computing, storage, networking and control closer 

o edge devices ( Frimpong et al., 2020 ). The key advantages of us-

ng fog computing nodes are reduced latency overhead, reliable op- 

ration and eliminating the need for devices to continually connect 

o the centralized cloud. Our contributions can be summarized as 

ollows; 

• We propose a distributed access control architecture cen- 

tred around the use of fog computing nodes in tandem with 

cloud computing nodes. Our architecture is not entirely re- 

liant on a central authorization authority for access decisions, 

and uses the popular Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) 

model ( Hu et al., 2013 ). 

• We strengthen our architecture by utilizing a certificateless 

hybrid signcryption scheme to secure the communication be- 

tween the IoT devices and fog nodes/users. 

• Subsequently, we introduce the Footsteps in the Fog (FitF) pro- 

tocol to demonstrate the practical implementation of our ap- 

proach, and identify real-world applications that can benefit 

from our proposed system. 

• Finally, we provide an experimental test bed that realistically 

imitates both the commonly used cloud-based centralized ap- 

proach and our proposed architecture, and conduct various ex- 

periments as well as a comparative analysis of the efficiency of 

both approaches. 

rganization 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 , we

resent the most important related works, while providing brief 

ackground information on access control system in Section 3 , as 

ell as discussing the proposed system model. Our protocol and 

rchitecture are then presented in Section 4 , with detailed threat 

odel and security analysis in Section 5 . In Section 6 , we evalu-

te the performance of the protocol, followed by a discussion of 

ts application domain in Section 7 , and an extended threat model 

n Section 8 . In Section 9 , we discuss some limitations of Attribute- 

ased Encryption, and finally conclude the paper in Section 10 . 

. Related work 

The concept of achieving secure access control via fog com- 

uting nodes has been well studied with studies on different 

pproaches, challenges and state of the art in the field ( Aleisa 

t al., 2020; Xu et al., 2020; 2021 ). For example, authors 

n Aleisa et al. (2020) recently outlined a number of challenges 

ith access control in fog computing as well state of the art 

n fog-based access control. Authors in Xu et al. (2021) pre- 

ented a secure-cloud-fog bilateral access control system based on 

 lightweight matchmaking encryption cryptographic tool. In this 

esgin, a sender can specify a decryption policy to control re- 

eivers while a receiver can also specify source identification policy 

o discard undesirable ciphertexts without costly data decryption. 

dditional schemes based on novel cryptographic techniques such 

s Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) have also been highlighted 

s foundations for efficient access control architectures ( Damgård 

t al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2021 ). One such scheme

s the work by authors in Zhao et al. (2021) . In this work, authors

roposed an efficient Ciphertext-Policy ABE (CP-ABE) scheme with 

ttribute revocation capability in a fog enabled E-health ecosystem. 

his work focused primarily on the design of an efficient CP-ABE 

cheme that utilized fog computing as a method of reducing com- 

unication latency as compared to our work where we integrate 
2 
he fog computing nodes as part of the access control process. Ad- 

itional limitations of the ABE scheme are discussed and outlined 

n Section 9 . 

In further works, Salonikias et al. (2016) , studied the opera- 

ional characteristics of a proposed Intelligent Transportation Sys- 

em (ITS) ( Selvarajah et al., 2012 ) paradigm which utilizes fog com- 

uting, and identify distinct access control issues. They proposed a 

heoretical ABAC-based AC system suitable for the fog computing 

aradigm. In this work, the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) is im- 

lemented on the IoT device and multiple Policy Decision Points 

PDP) are located in the fog with the Policy Information Point 

PIP) in the cloud. Note that the authors implemented a PIP that 

erforms the functions of both a traditional Policy Administration 

oint (PAP) and that of the PIP (i.e. the PIP contains subject at- 

ribute information as well as policy information). Contrary to this 

ork, we propose an architecture that implements the core AC 

unctions external to the IoT device while propagating contents of 

he PAP to components in fog nodes. Additionally, we provide ex- 

erimental evaluations to show the feasibility of our proposal. 

Alshehri and Sandhu (2016) also proposed an architecture for 

he deployment of an authoritative family of access control models 

n cloud-enabled IoT devices. Policy storage, enforcement and de- 

ision making are conducted in the cloud services layer, while pol- 

cy administration is conducted in the application layer. This work 

as been further extended by Alshehri and Sandhu (2017) , who de- 

eloped operational and administrative access control models that 

upport the described Access Control Oriented (ACO) architecture. 

hese access control models were implemented under the assump- 

ion that the ACO architecture uses a topic-based publish/subscribe 

ommunication method ( Johnsen and Bloebaum, 2012 ) for all in- 

eractions between entities. For their operational models, authors 

tilized a combination of Access Control Lists (ACL) ( Barkley, 1997 ) 

nd ABAC model while using another combination of ACLs, Role- 

ased Access Control (RBAC), and Attribute-Based Access Control 

ABAC) for their administrative models. While this work provided 

 comprehensive architecture for cloud-based IoT devices, it is 

urely theoretical and did not provide any experimental evalua- 

ion. Furthermore, researchers in Tasali et al. (2017) proposed a 

ne-grained access control based framework for Health-based IoT 

pplications, which supports multiple authorization levels for the 

ame device. However, as compared to Alshehri and Sandhu (2017, 

016) , authors provide a proof of concept implementation focusing 

n the Medical Device Coordination Framework (MDCF) ( Yadav and 

eghashree, 2017 ). In their architecture, the components of the AC 

ystem are situated in the network controller component of the 

DCF. Their framework, by utilizing ABAC, and implementing the 

ore components of the authorization framework outside the IoT 

evice, satisfied all but the performance and latency requirement 

or access control systems in IoT ( Ravidas et al., 2019 ) – a pivotal

equirement for such applications 

Access Control-as-a-Service (ACaaS) was explored by Ahmad 

t al in their paper ( Ahmad et al., 2018 ). Their system allowed

or the specification and management of policies independent of 

he CSP while using the enforcement mechanisms offered by the 

SP; it automatically analyses and validates policies and translates 

C requirements into platform-independent entities and policies. 

he management of policies is outsourced to a trusted third-party 

hile utilizing the enforcement mechanisms provided by the CSP. 

his implementation is entirely reliant on the CSP to make ac- 

ess decisions with no provisions for enforcing a secure commu- 

ication between resource constrained edge devices as compared 

o our work where we limit the complete reliance on the CSP 

ith added security measures. Finally, Blockchain technology has 

lso been explored as a means of providing efficient access con- 

rol systems ( Gilani et al., 2020; Shafagh et al., 2017; Zyskind et al., 

015 ). In these approaches, access control policies are treated as 
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ransactions immutably written on the blockchain and publicly au- 

itable. Access rights can be granted based on data type, and ac- 

ess granted to the requester after being verified against the data 

n the blockchain. 

. Background and system model 

In this section, we provide some background information on Ac- 

ess Control and Attribute-based Access Control model as well as 

 description of the system model considered for this paper. 

Access Control System (ACS) An access control system typically 

onsists of three core components ( Ravidas et al., 2019 ): (i) the 

olicies , which define and outline security requirements govern- 

ng access to a given resource, (ii) the model , which serves as a 

ormal representation of the defined policies, and (iii) the mecha- 

ism , a low-level implementation or enforcement of the specified 

ecurity controls defined in the policy. Most existing ACS are based 

n the Object Model Architecture and Mechanism framework (OM- 

M) ( Sandhu, 20 0 0 ). In OM-AM, the OM layers address the secu-

ity objectives of an ACS, define the access control policy, the aim 

f the system, and interpretation of real-world security policies. 

he AM layers, deal with how to meet the set requirements in the 

M layers and the interaction between the various entities, work- 

ows and the low-level implementation and enforcement of the 

efined policies. Our work focuses on the AM layers with particular 

mphasis on the ABAC model. 

The mechanism component of an ACS, consists of sub- 

omponents that play various roles in the evaluation and enforce- 

ent of a specified policy. These are implemented in a variety 

f ways based on well-publicized methods ( Ouaddah et al., 2017 ) 

uch as policy-based, token-based, and hybrid architectures. In this 

ork, we consider the policy-based architecture as described in 

he eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) stan- 

ard ( Oasis, 2013 ). Our architecture ( Fig. 1 ) consists of the follow-

ng components: (i) Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) – responsible 

or enforcing any policy-based decision, (ii) Policy Decision Point 

PDP) – evaluates all access requests against defined access con- 

rol policies and makes a decision on whether to grant or deny 

ccess, (iii) Policy Administration Point (PAP) – provides the policy 

epository and facilitates the management of policies, and iv) Pol- 

cy Information Point (PIP) – provides subject and object informa- 

ion repository as well as information to the PDP to enable policy 

valuation. 

High level Architecture Overview When a user or application 

ttempts to access a resource, the PEP sends information on the 
Fig. 1. Policy-based Architecture Diagram. 
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3 
ttempted access to the PDP. This information is in the form of 

n Authorization Decision Request (ADR). The PDP evaluates the 

DR against policies and attributes available to it and returns an 

uthorization Decision (AD) to the PEP. PEP’s main task, is to en- 

orce any AD returned from the PDP. During the process of send- 

ng information on the attempted access to the PDP, the PEP may 

btain attributes of both subject and device from online Attribute 

uthorities (AA) or Attribute Repositories (AR) into which AAs have 

tored attributes. Additionally, the PDP augments the information 

rovided by the PEP, with more attributes obtained from the AAs 

r ARs. Subsequently, the PDP obtains policy information from PAP 

r Policy Repositories (PR) into which PAP has stored an arbitrary 

umber of policies ( Fig. 1 ). 

Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) ABAC is an access con- 

rol model where a subject’s request to access a resource is granted 

r denied based on the assigned attributes of subject, object, en- 

ironmental conditions and a set of policies specified in terms of 

he attributes and conditions ( Hu et al., 2014 ). ABAC supports the 

efinition of policies based on existing attributes of both users and 

bjects without the need to manually assign new attributes. 

The attributes in the ABAC model can be classified into: (i) User 

ttributes – all attributes related to a user (e.g. name, role, date 

ired, relationship to another user etc.), (ii) Device Attributes –

ll aspects of a device (e.g. device metadata, serial number, last 

ynchronized, device owner, etc.), and (iii) Contextual Attributes –

ll derived attributes (e.g. time of day, number of users accessing 

he device, physical location, current state of the device, etc.). 

The Access Decisions in ABAC are a result of the evaluation of 

oolean statements that are the translations of real world poli- 

ies. The actual decision relies on the value of attributes at a spe- 

ific point in time. The administrator, who defines the policy, only 

eeds to know a subset of the potential attributes of users, device 

nd contextual information. This particular feature is what makes 

BAC an ideal model for the IoT – it provides both fine-grained 

ontrol and support for the heterogeneous nature of IoT deploy- 

ents. 

.1. System model 

Below, we provide a detailed description of the system model 

or our distributed access control architecture ( Figs. 2 and 3 ). The 

etup consists of five primary entities: (i) Key Generation Center 

KGC), (ii) IoT Sensor Devices, (iii) Fog Nodes, (iv) Users, and (v) 

loud Service Provider (CSP). Key Generation Center (KGC): This 

ntity is responsible for generating the necessary public parame- 

ers and keys for the proper run of the security algorithms used 

y the registered entities. The KGC’s role is limited to securing the 

ommunication medium between different entities. 

Cloud Service Provider (CSP): We consider a top level cloud 

omputing service equipped with a PAP and PIP. The contents of 

he PAP are pushed to the PR, while the contents of the PIP are 

ushed into the AR component of the fog nodes based on a set 

ule or schedule. The PIP is the subject and object information 

epository. System administrators and IoT device owners are able 

o access the CSP in order to set and define policies using an ad- 

inistrative interface. These policies are stored in the PAP, while 

IP, operates as a persistent medium, storing all attributes related 

o users and devices. Additionally, the CSP is responsible for prop- 

gating the contents of the PAP and PIP to fog nodes in its domain. 

ommunication between all entities for the propagation and syn- 

hronization of attributes and policies is secured via TLS ( Fig. 3 ). 

End Users: Let U = { u 1 , . . . , u x } be the set of end users regis-

ered in our environment. Each user is allowed to perform vari- 

us computations, generate access requests and receive status up- 

ates on sensed events. Each user possesses a list of attributes that 

s evaluated during an access request. This list is generated dur- 
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Fig. 2. Proposed Architecture. 

Fig. 3. Access Control Process. 
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ng a registration phase and can be updated on demand. A user’s 

ttributes are assigned in the form of a User Attribute Assignment 

UAA) ( Servos and Osborn, 2017 ): 

 a ∈ A , u ∈ U , v ∈ V} ∈ UAA 

here A is the attributes space and V is the set of all values as-

igned to a given user and attribute pair. 

IoT Sensor Devices: Let D = { d 1 , . . . , d y } be the set of all

oT devices deployed in our setup. An element of D, can either 

egister the occurrence of various environmental events or pro- 

ide users access to specific resources. Furthermore, a device is 

ssigned attributes in the form of a Device Attribute Assignment 

DAA) ( Servos and Osborn, 2017 ): 

 a ∈ A , d ∈ D, v ∈ V} ∈ DAA 

hen a device d j ∈ D receives an access request from a user u i , it

stablishes a secure communication session with the PEP compo- 

ent of a nearby fog node. 
4 
Fog Nodes: Let F = { f 1 , . . . , f z } be the set of all fog nodes de-

loyed in our setup. Each fog node is equipped with a PEP, PDP, PR 

nd AR ( Figs. 2 and 3 ). The PDP retrieves a list of attributes and

efined access policies from AR and PR respectively. When the PEP 

eceives an access request and attributes bundle from a device d j , 

t generates an ADR which contains the user, device and contex- 

ual attributes, and forwards it to the PDP for an access decision. 

he PDP retrieves an additional list of attributes relating to both 

he device and user from the AR, and corresponding access poli- 

ies from PR (+P and +A in Fig. 3 ). 

. Footsteps in the fog 

In this section, we present Footsteps in the Fog (FitF) – a 

rotocol that constitutes the core of this paper’s contribution. 

itF can be divided into two logically disjointed protocols: (i) 

he secure communication protocol, based on the CL-HSC scheme 
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resented in Seo and Bertino (2013) , which allows registered 

ntities in our architecture to securely communicate with one 

nother, and (ii) the main distributed access control protocol, 

hich utilizes fog nodes, and policy and attribute propagation 

rom a CSP to achieve an efficient access control management 

ystem. 

.1. FitF secure communication 

CL-HSC is a semantically secure certificateless hybrid sign- 

ryption scheme that allows us to provide a lightweight se- 

urity solution to secure the communication between the re- 

ource constrained IoT device and fog nodes/users. We utilize 

L-HSC in an effort to meet necessary security requirements 

uch as authenticated key exchange and non-repudiation. Ad- 

itionally, by eliminating the need to manage certificates, CL- 

SC is suitable for use in our resource-constrained setting. 

he scheme comprises eight probabilistic algorithms as defined 

elow: 

1. CL_Setup : This algorithm is run by the KGC. It takes as input, 

a security parameter λ, and outputs a master secret key x and 

system parameters Ω. 

We denote this by: ( x , Ω) ← CL _ Setup (λ) . 

2. CL_GenSecretValue : This algorithm is run by each registered 

user. It takes as input, Ω and the identity u i , and outputs the 

user’s secret value x i and the corresponding public value P i . We 

denote this by: ( x i , P i ) ← CL _ GenSecretValue ( Ω, u i ) . 

3. CL_PartialPrivKeyGen : The KGC runs this algorithm to gener- 

ate the user’s partial private and public key pair. It takes as in- 

put Ω, x , and the identity of the user u i , and outputs the user’s

partial key pairs ( s i , R i ) . 

We denote this by: ( s i , R i ) ← CL _ PartialPrivKeyGen ( Ω, x , u i ) 

4. CL_PrivKeyGen : Each registered user runs this algorithm to 

generate it’s full private key. The algorithm takes as input the 

user’s partial private key s i and secret value x i , and returns the 

user’s full private key sk i . We denote this by: 

(sk i ) ← PrivKeyGen ( s i , x i ) 

5. CL_PubKeyGen : Each registered user runs this algorithm to 

generate it’s full public key. It takes as input the user’s public 

key P i and partial public key R i , and returns the user’s full pub- 

lic key pk i . We denote this by: (pk i ) ← CL _ PubKeyGen ( P i , R i ) 

6. CL_SymKeyGen : This is a symmetric key generation algorithm 

run by a user u i wishing to establishing a secure session with 

another user u m 

. The algorithm takes as input, the sender’s 

identity u i , full public key pk i , full private key sk i , message 

recipient’s identity u m 

, and recipient’s full public key pk m 

. It 

then returns the symmetric key K im 

and an internal state in- 

formation ω not known to u m 

. We denote this by: (K im 

, ω) ← 

CL _ SymKeyGen (u i , pk i , sk i , u m 

, pk m 

) 

7. CL_Encapsulation : This is a key encapsulation algorithm run 

by the sender u i to obtain an encapsulation ϕ. The algo- 

rithm takes as input, the internal state information ω cor- 

responding to K im 

, an arbitrary tag τ , the sender’s identity 

u i , full public key pk i , and full private key sk i . The sender 

sends ϕ and τ to the recipient. We denote this by: (ϕ) ← 

CL _ Encapsulation (ω, τ, u i , pk i , sk i ) 

8. CL_Decapsulation : This is a key decapsulation algorithm run 

by the intended recipient of a message in order to retrieve 

the key K im 

encapsulated in ϕ. The algorithm takes as input, 

the encapsulation ϕ, an arbitrary tag τ , the sender’s identity 

u i , full public key pk i , the recipient’s identity u m 

, full private 

key sk m 

and full public key pk m 

. It then returns the symmet- 

ric key K im 

or an invalid error. We denote this by: (K im 

) ← 
CL _ Decapsulation (ϕ, τ, u i , pk i , u m 

, pk m 

, sk m 

) . l

5

.2. FitF access control management 

The Access control management in FitF is divided into three 

ain phases: Setup and Initialization, Key Generation , and Access Re- 

uest . To provide a detailed description of each phase, we consider 

 scenario where a registered user u i seeks to access a resource se- 

ured by an IoT device d j . In the assumed scenario, there exists a 

earby fog node f k assigned to evaluate access requests and gener- 

te access decisions, and a KGC responsible for generating the pub- 

ic security parameters and assisting registered entities to generate 

he necessary keys. The user u i and device d j are assigned a list 

f attributes A i and A j , respectively, upon set-up and registration. 

ach phase is described below: 

FitF - Setup and Initialization: The KGC runs the CL _ Setup al- 

orithm at the beginning of the protocol to generate a master se- 

ret key and system parameters. The algorithm returns the system 

arameters, Ω, and the master secret key x ( Algorithm 1 ). These 

lgorithm 1 CL_Setup. 

Input : λ
Output : x , Ω, P pub 

KGC 

1: choose x ∈ Z 

∗. 

2: P pub = xP 

3: Output Ω to all entities 

ystem parameters are public and accessible to each registered en- 

ity partaking in the protocol. 

FitF - Key Generation: Each registered entity (i.e. the user u i 
equesting access, the IoT device d j , and the PEP component in 

he fog node f k ) runs the CL _ GenSecretValue algorithm to gen- 

rate a secret value ( Algorithm 2 ). On successful run of this al- 

lgorithm 2 CL_GenSecretValue. 

Input : Ω, u i 
Output : x i , P i 

1: for each entity do 

2: choose x i ∈ Z 

∗

3: P i = x i P 

4: Send u i and P i to KGC 

orithm, each entity sends its identity and public key to the 

GC for the generation of a partial private and pubic key pair. 

pon receiving the identity of a registered entity the KGC runs 

he CL _ PartialPrivKeyGen algorithm to output a partial private and 

ublic key pair for that entity ( Algorithm 3 ). We assume that the 

lgorithm 3 CL_PartialPrivKeyGen. 

Input : x , Ω, u i 
Output : s i , R i 

1: for each entity do 

2: choose r i ∈ Z 

∗

3: R i = r i P 

4: s i = r i + xH 0 (u i , R i , P i ) mod q 

5: return R i , s i 

artial keys generated by the KGC are transferred securely to the 

espective entity. 

Upon receiving the partial key pairs, each registered entity runs 

he CL _ GenPrivKey and CL _ GenPubKey to generate a full pub- 

ic/private key pair. CL _ GenPrivKey returns the full private key 
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Fig. 4. FitF Access Request Phase. 

Algorithm 4 CL_GenPrivKey. 

Input : d, x 

Output : sk 

1: for each entity do 

2: sk i = (s i , x i ) 
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Algorithm 7 CL_Encapsulation. 

Input : ω, c A i , u i , pk i , sk i , pk j 
Output : ϕ 

u i Runs: 

1: H = H 2 (U, c A i , T , u i , P i , d j , P j ) 

2: W = s i + l i · H + x i · H 

3: ϕ 1 = (U, W ) 

Algorithm 8 CL_Decapsulation. 

Input : ϕ, c A i , u i , pk i , d j , pk j , sk j 
Output : K ij 

d j Runs: 

1: T = s j · U 

2: H = H 2 (U, c A i , T , u i , P i , d j , P j ) 

3: K ij = H 1 (U, T , x j · U, d j , P j ) 

4: A i = Dec (K ij , c A i ) 

t
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p

t

f

 Algorithm 4 ), while CL _ GenPubKey returns the full public key 

 Algorithm 5 ). We assume that each entity makes its full public 

lgorithm 5 CL_GenPubKey. 

Input : R, P 

Output : pk 

1: for each entity do 

2: pk i = (R i , P i ) 

ey publicly available to all other entities partaking in the proto- 

ol. 

FitF - Access Request: Access to a resource is granted or de- 

ied based on the access policy defined by the system’s admin- 

strator ( Fig. 4 ). To request access to a resource secured by d j ,

he user u i first generates a random number r 1 , and runs the 

L _ SymKeyGen algorithm to generate a symmetric session key K ij . 

 ij will be shared with d j to secure the communication between 

hese two entities ( Algorithm 6 ). Using K ij , u i encrypts the list of

lgorithm 6 CL_SymKeyGen. 

Input : u i , pk i , sk i , d j , pk j 
Output : K ij , ω 

u i Runs: 

1: choose l i ∈ Z 

∗ at random. 

2: U = l i · P . 

3: T = l i · H 0 (d j , R j , P j ) · P pub + l i · R j mod q . 

4: K ij = H 1 (U, T , l i · P j , d j , P j ) 

5: ω = (l i , U, T , u i , pk i , sk i , d j , pk j ) 

6: c A i = Enc (K ij , a i ) 

ts attributes A i to obtain a ciphertext c A i . To ensure that d j can de-

rypt any ciphertext received from u i , u i uses CL _ Encapsulation to 

ncapsulate K ij and obtains an encapsulated tag ϕ 1 ( Algorithm 7 ). 

 i then sends the following message to d j : m 1 = 〈 r 1 , c A i , ϕ 1 , u i , H 1 〉
here H 1 = H K i j 

(r 1 || c A i || A i || ϕ 1 ) . Upon receiving m 1 , d j executes the

L _ Decapsulation algorithm to generate the symmetric session key 

 ij ( Algorithm 8 ). Finally, d j decrypts c A i to obtain the list of u i ’s

ttributes A and verifies the freshness and integrity of m . 
i 1 

6 
Subsequently, d j generates a fresh random number r 2 and uses 

he CL _ SymKeyGen and CL _ Encapsulation algorithms to generate 

nd encapsulate a second symmetric session key K jk . Using K jk , 

 j encrypts its attributes A j along with A i and a set of con- 

extual attributes to produce c A i A j . Then, d j sends the following 

essage to f k for an access decision: m 2 = 〈 r 2 , c A i A j , ϕ 2 , d j , H 2 〉
here H 2 = H K jk 

(r 2 || c A i A j || A i || A j || ϕ 2 ) . Upon reception, f k runs

L _ Decapsulation to generate the session key K jk , decrypts c A i A j and 

erifies the freshness and integrity of m 2 . On successful decapsu- 

ation and message verification, f k forwards the retrieved list of 

ttributes to the PDP for an access decision AD . The PDP generates 

n AD on the access request based on the attributes received from 

 j , additional attributes from the AR, and the defined access poli- 

ies in the PR. Once an access decision has been made, f k encrypts 

he AD with K jk to obtain c AD , generates a fresh random number 

 3 , and sends the following message back to d j : m 3 = 〈 r 3 , c AD , H 3 〉
here H 3 = H K jk 

(r 3 || c AD || AD ) . Depending on the content of AD , d j 

ither grants or denies access to u i . The complete overview of FitF 

s presented in Fig. 5 . 

. Threat model and security analysis 

CL-HSC Security The CL-HSC scheme adopted by FitF has been 

roven to satisfy confidentiality (indistinguishable against adap- 

ive chosen ciphertext and identity attacks – IND-CCA2) and un- 

orgeability (EUF-CMA). The scheme considers three types of ad- 
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Fig. 5. FitF: The Complete Picture. 
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ersaries: i) a malicious user or device who can replace another 

ser’s public keys, ii) a dishonest KGC which has knowledge of the 

GC’s master secret key, and iii) a previously legitimate user whose 

artial private/public keys have been revoked by the KGC. To this 

nd, we focused on analyzing the security of the FitF protocol and 

id not examine the security of the CL-HSC scheme itself, as de- 

ailed security analysis and proofs have been presented in Seo and 

ertino (2013) . 

Assumptions about Attacker’s Capabilities We consider a pow- 

rful adversary ADV capable of performing a variety of sophisti- 

ated attacks such as replay old messages, manipulate exchanged 

essages between two or more legitimate entities, alter the re- 

ocation list, etc. ADV can corrupt any user from the set of all 

sers U and any device from the set D. All corrupted users and 

evices can perform attacks by following the Dolev-Yao adversar- 

al model ( Dolev and Yao, 1983 ). To this end, we assume that ADV 
s in full control of the network configuration, can overhear, cre- 

te, replay and destroy all the exchanged messages between the 

SP and their resources as well as with other entities in our sys- 

em model. Considering the fog nodes and the CSP, we assume 

hat both of them can be corrupted but their behaviour should fol- 

ow the semi-honest adversarial model. This is needed in order to 

void cases where a corrupted CSP can collude with a malicious 

og node. Additionally, we make the realistic assumption that each 

ode is able to verify the owner of a public key. With this assump-

ion, we eliminate the possibility of trivial man-in-the-middle at- 

acks. Based on these assumptions, we exclude attacks from a cor- 

upted CSP and fog capable of performing attacks by following the 

olev-Yao adversarial model. Notwithstanding, we detail such cor- 

upted CSP fog-based internal attacks and their possible counter- 

easures in Section 8 . 

Cryptographic Security We assume encryption schemes are se- 

antically secure and the ADV cannot obtain the plaintext of en- 

rypted messages without knowing the corresponding secret key. 

urthermore, we assume that the probability of ADV guessing a 

enerated random number is negligible. Finally, we explicitly ex- 

lude denial-of-service attacks from our adversarial model and we 
A

7 
ocus on ADV that aims to compromise the confidentiality of data 

y forging existing access policies generated by the corresponding 

ata owners. 

Finally, we extend the above assumptions on our threat model 

y defining a set of attacks available to ADV . 

ttack 1 (Unauthorized Access Attack) . Assume a legitimate user 

 i who has access to a device d j . Let ADV be an adversary who is

ble to overhear all communication when u i requests access to d j . 

DV successfully performs an Unauthorized Access Attack if she 

anages to gain access to d j by tampering with the ciphertext in 

n access request message in a way that the recipient cannot tell 

he difference. 

ttack 2 (Revocation Deflection Attack) . Let ADV be an adversary 

ho previously had access to a device d j , but whose access rights 

ave either expired or been revoked. ADV successfully launches a 

evocation Deflection Attack if she manages to convince the re- 

ponsible fog node that she still has access to d j by disrupting 

ommunication between the CSP and fog node and sending an old 

ccess list. 

.1. Security analysis 

In this subsection, we prove the security of FitF in the presence 

f the previously defined adversary. 

roposition 1 (Unauthorized Access Attack Soundness) . Assume a 

egitimate user u i who has access to a device d j and an adversary 

DV who overhears all communication when u i requests access to 

 j . Then ADV cannot successfully perform an Unauthorized Access At- 

ack. 

roof. To successfully perform an Unauthorized Access Attack 

DV needs to tamper with the ciphertext in either m 1 , m 2 , or m 3 

f our Request Access phase ( Fig. 4 ). The main goal of ADV , would

e to get a positive AD, and fool the recipient into being unable to 

istinguish a tampered message from a legitimate one. To do so, 

DV has three options available: 
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1 https://github.com/Zolertia/Resources/wiki/RE-Mote . 
2 https://telosbsensors.wordpress.com/ . 
3 https://www.keycloak.org/ . 
4 https://jmeter.apache.org/ . 
Opt1on 1 (Compromise m 1 ): To successfully launch an unautho- 

rized access attack with this option, ADV has to re- 

place c A i in m 1 with another ciphertext c ′ 
A i 

of her 

choice such that she receives a positive AD at f k . To 

do so, ADV can choose to replay a message m 1 from 

a previous capture or simply reuse an old ciphertext 

c A i and encapsulated tag ϕ 1 from a previously success- 

ful run of the protocol. Although the structure of the 

replayed message is correct, d j is able to verify the 

message is not fresh and aborts the protocol. In the 

first instance, when ADV replays an old message m 1 , 

d j can verify that r 1 is part of an old message it pre- 

viously received and aborts the protocol. Finally, ADV 
can use an old ciphertext c ′ 

A i 
and ϕ 

′ 
1 

such that m 1 = 

〈 r 1 , c ′ A i , ϕ 

′ 
1 
, u i , H 1 〉 . Upon receiving m 1 , d j proceeds to

generate K ij and verifies the freshness of m 1 . However, 

as H 1 = H K i j 
(r 1 || c A i || A i || ϕ 1 ) , the verification fails and d j 

aborts the protocol. 

Opt2on 2 (Compromise m 2 ): Launching an unauthorized access 

attack with this option has the same limitations as op- 

tion 1, as both m 1 and m 2 have the same structure 

( Fig. 4 ). This fails also. 

Opt3on 3 (Compromise m 3 ): Here we consider a scenario where 

ADV launches an unauthorized access attack by tam- 

pering with the ciphertext in m 3 . In this attack, ADV 
either replays an old m 3 from a positive access request 

or substitutes r 3 and c AD in m 3 . Even though the struc- 

ture of the message is correct with a valid tag, d j can 

easily identify that the received message is not fresh. 

In the first instance, d j is able to tell that the replayed 

message uses r 3 that is part of an old run of the pro- 

tocol. In the second instance, r 3 is not the same as 

the random number in H 3 = H K jk 
(r 3 || c AD || AD ) . Hence,

the verification and integrity check of m 3 fails and d j 
aborts the protocol. 

�

roposition 2 (Revocation Deflection Attack Soundness) . Let ADV 
e an adversary who previously had access to a device d j , but whose 

ccess has either expired or been revoked. Then ADV , cannot success- 

ully launch an Update Disruption Attack. 

roof. To successfully launch the Revocation Deflection Attack, 

DV needs to disrupt the communication between the fog node 

nd the CSP thus preventing the fog node from receiving access 

olicies and attributes updates which would deny it access d j once 

ts access has expired or is revoked. In our architecture, all fog 

odes are assumed to be synchronized (i.e. have the same up-to- 

ate policies and attributes information from the CSP at any given 

ime). Hence this attack fails. We note that the propagation of at- 

ributes and policies from the cloud to fog nodes raises several 

ontinuity and availability concerns in an environment with mul- 

iple fog nodes. As such the synchronization of information con- 

ained by each fog node may be difficult to achieve due to miti- 

ating factors such as network connectivity issues and/or unavail- 

bility of the fog node itself. Therefore, we make a further assump- 

ion that any updates in the cloud will be propagated to fog nodes 

ased on a set of rules or predefined schedule with validated and 

rotected timestamps incorporated. In the case where a fog node 

s unable to access the CSP, it synchronizes AR and PR from nearby 

og nodes with the most current timestamp. �

. Experimental setup and evaluation 

This section presents the experiments carried out for the eval- 

ation of our work. The aim of our experiments was twofold: 
8

1. Evaluate the performance of our architecture and the access 

control mechanism and compare it with the commonly used 

cloud-based centralised approach; 

2. Implement the utilized certificateless hybrid signcryption 

scheme and measure its performance on two different kinds 

of resource constrained devices: one that provides hardware 

acceleration for several cryptographic primitives (Zolertia Re- 

mote 1 ) and one that does not offer such hardware (TelosB 

Mote 2 ). 

To this end, our experiments were categorized into two phases 

ased on the aims described above. Phase 1, focused on the evalu- 

tion of the proposed architecture without integrating the adopted 

ertificateless key exchange scheme, while Phase 2, focused on the 

erformance of the certificateless hybrid signcryption scheme on 

he chosen IoT hardware. 

.1. Phase 1: Architecture performance evaluation 

In this phase, we evaluated the proposed architecture in a con- 

rete way by running the same set of experiments using two dif- 

erent architectures and comparing the results. More precisely, we 

eployed a standard centralized cloud only approach ( Fig. 6 a) and 

ur distributed fog-based approach ( Fig. 6 b). For the implementa- 

ion of the PAP, PIP and PDP components, we used Keycloak 3 – a 

opular open-source identity and access management system. For 

he PEP component, we utilized a Python-based REST API service, 

hich was specifically developed for the paper. 

In this phase of the experiments, we simulated the concurrent 

se of multiple IoT devices that interact with a PEP component to 

valuate the end user’s access request to a specific device. Apache 

Meter 4 – a load testing tool used to analyze the performance of 

eb-based systems – was used to simulate concurrent access re- 

uests from multiple IoT devices. Upon receiving access requests, 

he PEP component evaluates them and outputs an authorization 

ecision (i.e. grant/deny access) by performing the following steps: 

Step 1. Authenticate users from Keycloak. If a user is valid, the 

PEP receives an access token and proceeds to the next 

step. Alternatively, it denies the access request. 

Step 2. Prepare a Keycloak specific ADR. 

Step 3. Send ADR to Keycloak to evaluate and return the result 

through a specialised token called Requesting Party Token 

(RPT) which contains user specific authorization related 

information to the IoT devices. 

Step 4. Process RPT token and decide whether the access to the 

underlying IoT device will be granted or denied. 

As described in Section 4 , the communication between the IoT 

evices and the PEP is secured via CL-HSC. However, for this phase 

f our experiments, the communication between a device and PEP 

n both scenarios, was over TLS with mutual client authentication. 

dditionally, the communication between PEP and PDP was se- 

ured using native Keycloak SAML assertions. 

Based on our described architecture ( Section 3.1 ), PIP and PAP 

ropagate their contents to the PR and AR components of a 

og node. Such data transfer is achieved practically via modern 

atabase systems (e.g. MariaDB or PostgreSQL). Identity and access 

anagement systems, such as Keycloak, support different kinds of 

atabases including MariaDB and PostgreSQL. These databases pro- 

ide data synchronization mechanisms across different servers. The 

etails of such methods are considered to be beyond the scope of 

https://github.com/Zolertia/Resources/wiki/RE-Mote
https://telosbsensors.wordpress.com/
https://www.keycloak.org/
https://jmeter.apache.org/
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Fig. 6. Experimental setup. 
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his paper and therefore, no performance analysis of synchroniza- 

ion aspects is included. For further details on database replication, 

lease refer to Galera cluster documentation. 5 The testbed for this 

hase is detailed below: 

Testbed: Phase 1 

• CSP : A virtual machine (VM) on Microsoft Azure [4 virtual 

CPUs, 16GB RAM] running Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. 

• Fog : An iMac desktop computer [4 CPUs, 24GB RAM] running 

MacOS. 

• IoT Devices : A laptop, running Apache JMeter to simulate the 

concurrent use of multiple IoT devices. Configuration: [4 CPUs, 

12GB RAM] running Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. 

During the entire run of these experiments, the Cloud VM for 

he cloud-based scenario was deployed in the West Europe re- 

ion with access requests being generated from Glasgow, UK. In 

he proposed fog-based scenario, the fog node and machine host- 

ng access requests component (i.e. Apache JMeter) were connected 

hrough a Local Area Network (LAN). 

For the purposes of our experiments, we configured each IoT 

evice as a resource in Keycloak and created a repository of mul- 

iple users. Each user was assigned a specific role which granted 

ccess to the IoT devices. Such configurations are defined in Key- 

loak as authorization policies. The PEP component, with the help 

f the PDP, enforces the authorization constraints based on users 

nd device attributes. These configurations were fully synchronized 

cross cloud and fog node before the experiments. To test the per- 

ormance of both approaches (i.e. the proposed fog-based vs cloud- 

ased) the following set of experiments were conducted: 

.1.1. Communication overhead and system performance 

The primary aim of this experiment was to identify the differ- 

nces in the communication overhead and its impact on system 

erformance in both set-ups. To do so, we measured the following 

etrics: 

• Connect . time : The average time required to establish a connec- 

tion between the IoT device and PEP; 

• Proc . time : The processing time required for PEP to perform au- 

thorization decisions; 

• Latency : The time interval from the instant when a device gen- 

erates and sends an AR to the instant it receives an authoriza- 
tion decision from PEP. 

5 https://galeracluster.com/library/documentation/docker.html . 

F

o

c

9 
We simulated an IoT device that repeatedly generated and sent 

ccess requests to the PEP component. The obtained results are 

ummarized in Fig. 7 , where each measurement in the plot indi- 

ates the average results for 10 runs. This figure shows that the 

roc . time in both instances had a negligible difference. This was 

xpected since the PEP and PDP settings in both scenarios were 

dentical. On the other hand, the Connect . time (i.e. a key parameter 

n terms of determining the communication overhead) was much 

ower for our proposed fog-based approach as compared to the 

loud-based approach. This has a direct correlation to the latency 

i.e. performance) of the system. We measured an average of 103 

illiseconds for the fog-based approach and 257 milliseconds for 

he cloud-based approach. 

.1.2. System performance during various stress levels 

As a next step, we wanted to evaluate the performance of both 

pproaches under various stress situations. To do so, we considered 

 scenario where multiple IoT devices concurrently generated and 

ent access requests to the PEP component. In these experiments, 

e gradually increased the number of simulated devices from 200 

o 10 0 0. Furthermore, we considered three different Sample . time 

ettings, i.e. 5, 10, and 15 s. We defined Sample . time as the dura- 

ion required to run the threads responsible for imitating the con- 

urrent IoT devices. 

For each Sample . time setting, we recorded the average latency 

nd the percentage of error (i.e. percentage of unsuccessful re- 

uests) while varying the number of IoT devices. An access request 

as considered unsuccessful if the PEP was unable to process it for 

ny particular reason. The obtained results (for an average of 10 

uns) for latency and error are illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9 respec- 

ively. 

It is evident from the plots in Fig. 8 that the system perfor- 

ance of fog-based approach in each settings of Sample . time , i.e. 

5, 10 or 15 s), was significantly better than the cloud-based cen- 

ralised approach. For example, with Sample . time of 5 s and 200 

oT devices, the average latency in the case of fog-based approach 

as 0.12 s, whereas, in the case of cloud-based approach, it was 

pproximately 3.2 s. It is clear that the increase in the number of 

oncurrent IoT devices had an exponential degrading effect on la- 

ency in the case of cloud-based approach. However, in the case of 

og-based approach, the effect on latency was comparatively more 

radual rather than exponential. Furthermore, it is worth mention- 

ng that there were cases where the latency was not affected at all. 

or example, when Sample . time setting was 15 s and the number 

f concurrent IoT devices was ≤ 600. The key reason behind this 

ompelling difference in the performance of the two approaches is 

https://galeracluster.com/library/documentation/docker.html
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Fig. 7. Communication overhead and system performance. 

Fig. 8. System performance with concurrent use of varying number of IoT devices using different applied Sample.time settings. 
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p

he communication between the machine hosting the Apache Jme- 

er component, i.e. the IoT devices, and the machine hosting the 

EP and PDP components. For the fog-based approach, this com- 

unication is within the same vicinity, with both machines con- 

ected through LAN. On the other hand, in the case of cloud-based 

pproach, the Apache Jmeter component, i.e. the IoT devices, inter- 

ct with the VM located in the West Europe region. 

Fig. 9 presents the results of the error, i.e. the unsuccessful re- 

uests, observed during each case of applied Sample . time setting 

gainst concurrent use of varying number of IoT devices. It can 

e seen that for both approaches there were no unsuccessful re- 

uests when the number of IoT devices was ≤ 400 (despite the 

ample . time setting). However, in scenarios where the number of 

oT devices was ≥ 400, and the applied Sample . time was 5 and 10 s, 

he number of unsuccessful requests was comparatively high in 
10 
he case of fog-based approach. The reason for this was the TLS 

andshaking between the IoT devices and PEP component. This oc- 

urred primarily because the PEP component ran in development 

ode as a single instance without any load balancing capabilities. 

his resulted in an increased number of errors, when the number 

f concurrent IoT devices was comparatively large. However, this 

ehaviour was not replicated when the incoming access requests 

oad was comparatively lower, e.g. there were no occurrences of 

nsuccessful requests when Sample . time was 15 s and the number 

f concurrent IoT devices was ≤ 800. 

.2. Phase 2: IoT performance evaluation 

For this phase of the experiments, we shifted our focus to the 

erformance of the CL-HSC scheme on resource-constrained IoT 
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Fig. 9. Observed error (i.e. unsuccessful access requests). 
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evices. To comprehensively measure the performance of each CL- 

SC algorithm, we repeatedly executed them 50 times on a Zol- 

rtia board and TelosB board. Additionally, we calculate the en- 

rgy consumed during the execution of these algorithms. These 

oards were chosen to demonstrate the feasibility of the scheme 

n resource-constrained devices of varying specifications. We used 

iny OS Group (2005) as our IoT platform for the TelosB board and, 

ontiki-NG (2019) for the Zolertia board. In both instances, TinyECC 

ibrary ( Liu and Ning, 2008 ) was used for the basic ECC operations

eeded to implement the scheme. 

Testbed: Phase 2 

• Support for Crypto Hardware Acceleration : A Zolertia Re- 

mote board with 512KB programmable flash and 32KB RAM. 

• No Hardware Acceleration : A TelosB Mote with 48KB pro- 

grammable flash and 10KB RAM. 

xecution Time : During the course of these experiments, 

e observed that the execution time for each algorithm cor- 

elated directly to the number of Elliptic Curve (EC) point 

ultiplications performed by the device. The experiments fo- 

used on measuring the performance of the following algo- 

ithms executed by the constrained devices: CL _ GenSecretValue , 

L _ GenPrivKey , CL _ GenPubKey , CL _ SymKeyGen , CL _ Encaps ulation , 

nd CL _ Decapsulation . From our results, we observed that the 

ost computationally expensive operation for both devices was 

he CL _ SymKeyGen algorithm, for which the execution time was 

pproximately 14.343 s for the TelosB device and 14.125 s for the 

olertia device. This algorithm involves 5 EC point multiplications. 

he cheapest algorithm for both devices was CL _ Encapsulation ; its 

xecution times were approximately 0.016 and 0.002 s for the 
11
elosB and Zolertia device respectively. As shown in Table 1 , this 

lgorithm involves no EC point multiplication. The complete results 

re provided in Table 1 . 

Energy Consumption: We calculated the energy consumption of 

ach algorithm by using the CPU current consumption and volt- 

ge values in the datasheets of both devices. CPU current in the 

ontext of our experiments constitutes the current drawn by the 

evice in active CPU and radio listening modes. As expected, the 

L _ SymKeyGen algorithm consumes the most energy with 847mJ 

or the Zolertia device and 1067mJ for the TelosB board. On the 

ther hand, CL _ Encapsulation consumes the least amount of en- 

rgy with 0.12mJ and 1.19mJ respectively ( Table 1 ). To conclude, 

he overall performance of the selected CL-HSC algorithms on both 

evices suggests that it would be more efficient to compute the ex- 

ensive CL _ SymKeyGen function off-line. In such a setup, the smart 

ock would run the CL _ SymKeyGen function to generate a session 

ey, K jk , between itself and a nearby fog node before the actual 

un of the FitF protocol (refer to the FitF – Request Access phase of 

ection 4.2 ). This would reduce the total runtime of the proposed 

rotocol significantly. 

. Application domain 

Our architecture can be employed in a wide range of real world 

oT applications across a few of its super-domains (smart homes, 

mart cities etc). For the purpose of this paper we chose to de- 

cribe our system in the context of the Smart Hotel Management 

nd Smart Home lock IoT application domains. 

Smart Hotel Management: In this scenario, we consider a hotel 

anagement system where each hotel room door is equipped with 
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Table 1 

Constrained Device Performance. 

TelosB Zolertia Re-mote 

EM Time (sec) Energy (mJ) Time (sec) Energy (mJ) 

CL _ GenSecretValue 1 3.518 261.73 2.804 168.24 

CL _ PrivKeyGen 0 0.203 15.1 0.007 0.42 

CL _ PubKeyGen 0 0.199 14.8 0.006 0.36 

CL _ SymKeyGen 5 14.343 1067 14.125 847.5 

CL _ Encapsulation 0 0.016 1.19 0.002 0.12 

CL _ Decapsulation 2 7.218 537.02 6.367 382.02 
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 smart lock device that grants or denies access to guests based 

n a combination of attributes defined in the hotel’s access pol- 

cy. The combination of attributes may include attributes of the 

uest (e.g. name and reservation details), attributes of the smart 

ock (e.g. door number, location, and serial number), and contex- 

ual attributes such as the time of day. With this set-up, once a 

uest pays and reserves a room at the hotel, they are assigned 

pecific rights and attributes and given the system parameters to 

enerate the requisite security keys. Additionally, each IoT smart 

ock is also assigned specific attributes and given the system pa- 

ameters needed for key generation during installation or sched- 

led updates. We assume that for each hotel or group of hotels 

n a specific location, there is one fog node that processes all ac- 

ess requests generated when guests try to access a hotel room. 

uests establish a secure session with the smart lock when trying 

o access their rooms and subsequently, the smart locks establish 

 secure session with the PEP components in that fog node. Once 

he secure sessions have been established, guests’ access requests 

re evaluated at the fog node based on the hotel’s defined poli- 

ies. This application offers a contactless and secure management 

f hotel rooms with a continuous communication work-flow that 

nsures real-time control and oversight. 

Smart Home Lock: To illustrate the advantages of FitF in a 

mart home lock application, we will consider the August Smart 

ock 6 , a standard smart home lock, which employs a simple Lock 

r Unlock operation mode with a history log that shows who 

ocked or unlocked the device. The August lock architecture con- 

ists of the smart lock, mobile application and remote server . The 

mart lock is equipped with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) with 

o internet functionality and only communicates with the user’s 

obile application. The smart lock enforces all defined policies 

hile the remote server provides policy administration, storage, 

nd decision-making functions. By supporting only BLE, the smart 

ock can only contact the remote server when a user is nearby. 

dditionally, the August Smart Lock employs a centralized Group- 

ased Access Control (GBAC) ( Bakar et al., 2009 ) model with an 

ccess management system that resides in the cloud-based remote 

erver. There are two types of defined user groups: Owner and 

uest. The owner group has a higher authority, where members 

an perform all operations available to a user such as the provi- 

ioning of guest users or other users in the owner group, updat- 

ng other user roles, and specifying timeslots for the guests to ac- 

ess the smart locks. The use of FitF, would introduce a revamped 

ecure, and distributed architecture for the smart home lock. The 

mart lock would be able to generate access decisions independent 

f the user’s mobile application in a secure and privacy-preserving 

ay while also supporting fine-grained access control policies. 

. Extended threat model 

The proposed architecture and protocol have been proven to be 

fficient and secure against a number of identified external attacks. 
6 https://august.com/products/august- smart- lock- pro- connect . 

t

p

12 
owever, we acknowledge that our protocol may be weak against 

nternal attacks. While we believe this category is out of the scope 

f this work 7 , it is important to consider such malicious behaviors. 

his will not only inspire our next steps towards building a more 

ecure and therefore complete scheme, but will also allow other 

esearchers to contribute to our work by pointing out inefficien- 

ies in our scheme and formulating open research challenges. To 

his end, we extend the threat model in Section 5 to consider a 

orrupted CSP and fog capable of performing attacks by following 

he Dolev-Yao adversarial model. Through this extension, we seek 

o identify malicious internal attacks that our scheme is suscepti- 

le to and elaborate on possible enhancements aimed at securing 

he scheme. It is worth noting that these enhancements may intro- 

uce additional computational and communication overhead with 

egative impact on the scheme’s efficiency. The following attacks 

ere identified: 

ttack 3 (Insider Modification Attack) . Let ADV be an adversary 

ho has successfully compromised a device d x . ADV successfully 

aunches the Insider Modification attack if she successfully modi- 

es the user attribute list in m 1 received from user u i in the access

equest phase. 

This attack can be mitigated by modifying the Request Access 

hase of our protocol in Section 4.2 . In this modified version, a 

ser u i requesting access to a device d x first generates a hash of 

ts attributes and timestamp, and signs it with their full private 

ey, sk i : σi = sig sk i (H(A i || t i )) . The signed value is sent as part of m 1 

nd m 2 to a nearby fog node f k ensuring that the fog node can al-

ays verify the attributes of the user. Hence, if a malicious device 

ishes to tamper with the attributes of u i in an indistinguishable 

ay, it should also forge a new signature, signed with the secret 

ey of u i . However, given the EUF-CMA security of the signatures, 

his can only happen with negligible probability. We can further 

xtend this solution by requiring the device to also sign a hash of 

he list of its attributes and user attributes, and timestamp. How- 

ver, this solution introduces additional computational cost from 

he signing and verification operations. 

ttack 4 (CSP/Fog Manipulation Attack) . Let ADV be an adversary 

ho has successfully compromised a legitimate CSP or fog node. 

DV successfully launches the CSP/Fog Manipulation Attack if she 

uccessfully manipulates the contents of the PR, AR, PIP or PAP 

o ensure that a user u i ’s access request is explicitly denied or 

ranted. 

To potentially address this attack, we can enhance the features 

f the CSP and fog nodes to include support for a Trusted Execu- 

ion Environment (TEE). TEEs are tamper-resistant processing envi- 

onments that guarantee the authenticity of executed code, the in- 

egrity of runtime states, and the confidentiality of code, data and 
7 The main purpose of this paper is to verify the applicability of the access con- 

rol mechanism we designed and elaborate on the efficiency and benefits of the 

roposed architecture. 

https://august.com/products/august-smart-lock-pro-connect
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untime states stored on a persistent memory ( Sabt et al., 2015 ). 

y using a TEE, we can guarantee a level of policy and attribute 

epository trustworthiness that is currently not available to either 

he CSP or fog nodes. Thereby ensuring that the CSP manipulation 

ttack is unsuccessful. 

ttack 5 (Collusion Attack) . In a collusion attack, two dishonest 

ntities attempt to deduce private information about legitimate 

sers in order to gain unauthorized access to a resource by actively 

haring and/or combining information available to them. 

Overall, there are four (4) entities that actively partake in the 

ccess control management of FitF. Assuming that a malicious ad- 

ersary ADV can compromise any of these entities, we end-up 

aving the following five (5) possible collusion attacks: 

User and User collusion : We consider a scenario where two 

users u y and u z attempt to combine their attribute lists A y 

and A z to gain unauthorized access to a device d x . This is 

a possible limitation that can be addressed by extending 

the proposed system model in such a way that a Registra- 

tion Authority (RA) will be included – similar to the the 

approach followed in Michalas (2019) . RA will be responsi- 

ble for the registration of users’ attributes. Additionally, RA 

will secure users’ attributes by encrypting them and sign- 

ing them. Therefore, two corrupted users trying to combine 

their attributes in order to get unauthorized access to a re- 

source will fail since (1) they will not have access to plain- 

text attributes and (2) they will not have access to the secret 

key used by RA to sign the maliciously generated list. Finally, 

it is worth mentioning that RA can run as a separate third 

party or can be also implemented as part of the CSP. 

CSP and User collusion : In this attack, we consider an adver- 

sary ADV who has corrupted a user u c and the CSP. The at- 

tack involves the collusion of the two entities with the main 

aim of granting u c unauthorized access to a resource (i.e. 

user’s malicious/invalid access request is explicitly granted). 

For this attack to be successful, the CSP needs to deviate 

from the protocol and modify the contents of the PAP and 

PIP, thereby enabling a fog node grant access requests from 

u c . This attack can be addressed by enhancing the CSP with 

TEE support. Doing this ensures the CSP can be attested (re- 

motely or locally) during the launch phase ( Paladi et al., 

2017; Santos et al., 2009 ). We can then get certain guaran- 

tees about the trusted state of the CSP and be sure that it 

will not deviate from the protocol. 

User and Device collusion : A collusion attack between a dis- 

honest user and a dishonest device is considered unrealistic 

as this kind of attack renders the entire access control sys- 

tem irrelevant. The dishonest user will always gain access to 

a dishonest device if they collude. 

Device and Fog Node collusion : For this attack, we consider a 

dishonest device actively colluding with a dishonest fog 

node to ensure a user’s access request is either explicitly de- 

nied or granted. This attack can be addressed by signing user 

access requests as discussed in Attack 3 and enhancing fog 

nodes with TEE support as discussed in Attack 4. Doing this 

ensures that a fog node is unable to maliciously tamper with 

the contents of the PR and AR, as well as providing security 

guarantees on the state of the fog node. Signing user access 

requests also serves to provide a form of access request ver- 

ification. 

Fog Node and CSP collusion : In our architecture, fog nodes op- 

erate as extension of the CSP. As such, a collusion between a 

dishonest fog node and dishonest CSP is the same as a sin- 

gle dishonest CSP or fog node. A possible solution to this 

attack would be to have encrypted and publicly verifiable 
13 
policies. This should be coupled with a TEE-based CSP and 

fog node, as discussed in Attack 4. Following this approach, 

a malicious Fog node would not be able to change attributes 

of users according to policies or use a non-legitimate policy. 

Apart from that, by doing this, we can provide further secu- 

rity to our scheme since the fog nodes will not be able to 

see policies and users’ attributes in clear text. Hence, impor- 

tant information about users will remain private. However, it 

is worth mentioning that such an approach is not straight- 

forward and requires a thorough redesign of our protocol. It 

addition to that, such a solution will significantly affect the 

performance and the applicability of our approach. 

. Discussion/Comparison with attribute-based encryption 

During the last years, we have seen some great developments 

n the area of cryptographic access control with most notable being 

ystems utilizing the promising concept of Attribute-Based Encryp- 

ion (ABE). ABE is a form of public-key cryptography that evolved 

rom Identity-Based Encryption ( Boneh and Franklin, 2001 ). The 

ain concept of ABE is simple and fascinating: Data is encrypted 

ased on a public key and an access policy. Then, a unique pri- 

ate key is generated for each user. This key is generated based on 

 list of attributes (e.g. Date of Birth, Country of Residence, etc.). 

onsequently, a user is able to decrypt a file that is associated with 

 certain policy if and only if the attributes of her key satisfy the 

nderlying policy. In other words, one single ciphertext can be de- 

rypted by multiple different keys. Access policies are usually cap- 

ured as Boolean expressions of attributes using AND, OR, NOT 
nd threshold ( k out of n attributes hold) operations. ABE is 

sed to implement data access control schemes, including role- 

ased access control, where the access control scheme is (effec- 

ively) “incorporated” into the encrypted data. For the generation 

f users’ unique keys based on personalized attributes, trusted at- 

ribute authorities have been considered in the literature in order 

o verify that an authenticated user has the proper attributes be- 

ore allowing any decryption. Attributes may refer to any kind of 

nformation describing a user, a piece of sensitive data or some 

ther entity or notion. While ABE schemes offer great flexibility 

n terms of access management, they suffer from certain draw- 

acks. Most importantly, the size of the produced ciphertexts and 

he time required to both encrypt and decrypt data grows with 

he complexity of the underlying policy ( Green et al., 2011 ). As a

esult, online access-control systems that are solely based on such 

chemes are currently considered as inefficient. Hence, while the 

oncept of ABE has the potential to unleash new, creative, use- 

ul and emerging applications, from a practical perspective, it still 

olds a largely unfulfilled promise. In light of this, it is only natural 

hat we discuss why we opted for a certificateless cryptographic 

cheme as compared to an ABE scheme. 

The goal of FitF is to achieve a distributed, efficient, secure, and 

ightweight attribute-based access control system. As a result, we 

pted against the use of ABE schemes primarily due to the com- 

utational overhead it would incur on the resource-constrained 

evices we consider for this work. Furthermore, in contrast to 

ur work, ABE schemes are limited in terms of specifying poli- 

ies and managing user attributes. Decryption keys support user 

ttributes that are organized logically as a single set. As such, 

he user can only use all possible combinations of attributes in 

 single set as issued in their keys. In contrast, the certificate- 

ess cryptographic scheme we adopted and the ABAC model al- 

ows us to use a fully expressive set of attributes. However, and 

ased on the fact that we see a great potential in utilizing efficient 

BE schemes in modern access control systems, as a next step, 

e plan to work towards implementing lightweight ABE schemes 

hat can smoothly run on constrained devices. We believe that 
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chieving this, will allow us to further improve and modernize our 

rchitecture. 

0. Conclusion 

This paper presented a fog-based distributed access control so- 

ution for IoT systems. Our proposed architecture distributes core 

omponents of the access control system between fog comput- 

ng nodes (i.e. closer to the IoT devices) and the cloud. By uti- 

izing fog nodes, we eliminate the need for IoT devices and users 

o constantly connect to the cloud, thus reducing the communi- 

ation overhead. To secure the communication between all our 

omponents, we adopted and implemented a certificateless hy- 

rid signcryption scheme (CL-HSC) between the IoT device and fog 

ode/users. Furthermore, to test the effectiveness and performance 

f our proposed solution, we performed various comprehensive ex- 

eriments and outlined their results. Observed results support the 

ypothesis that our proposed architecture performs considerably 

etter than the commonly used centralized cloud-based architec- 

ures. 

With this work we hope to pave the way towards more dis- 

ributed and secure access control systems that can be directly ap- 

lied to a wide range of domains. We believe this work has the po- 

ential to kick-start a period of accelerated research in the field of 

istributed access control and give the opportunity to both archi- 

ecture and protocol designers to improve the effectiveness of their 

esigns by providing insight into possible flaws and inefficiencies. 
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